Image inpainting seeks to fill in corrupted areas with pixels that have a similar texture and content with its surroundings. For high-structured data, e.g., human face, some recent works can achieve quite realistic results. However, almost all existing methods learned a determined mapping from a corrupted input to the final result, yet ignored the potential multiple plausible solutions of the same input. Furthermore, they have not explored the underlying connections between those plausible solutions and semantic conditions. In this work, we propose a novel deep representation calibrated Bayesian neural network (DRCBNN) for semantically explainable face inpainting and editing. By leveraging the advantages that Bayesian decision theory deals with uncertainty, the proposed framework exploits deep representation into Bayesian decision theory and derive a deep representation calibrated evidence lower bound (ELBO). In comparison with traditional ELBO in BNN, the newly calibrated ELBO is a more task-specific loss function. After optimizing the newly calibrated ELBO, it allows to inference desired inpainting outputs in accordance with specific semantics. Finally, experiments demonstrated that our method can produce multiple semantics-aware inpainting outputs and outperforms the state-of-the-arts.
I. INTRODUCTION
Image inpainting refers to fill in the holes of an image with semantic content. It is extensively exploited to remove unwanted content, edit image and render images. The main challenge of inpainting is to generate realistic and semantically plausible content which are consistent with surrounding pixels.
In early computer vision community, the holes in a given image are completed with reference to their surrounding contents. To achieve that, the holes are filled gradually from outer most to inner most of the holes. As a consequence, the filled holes tend to have similar textures with their surroundings. These approaches [1] , [2] potentially work extremely well under certain circumstances, especially when the missing area does have similar textures with its surroundings. Then, The associate editor coordinating the review of this manuscript and approving it for publication was Xiao-Yu Zhang . some recent works address inpainting issue by exploiting the image statistics of the remaining image. For instance, Deep Image Prior [3] performed image restoration through capturing the low-level statistics of the image itself. Likewise, these methods are inclined to ignore the complex structures of the scenarios. As a result, the semantics of inpainted area are probably not consistent with the remaining of image.
Due to the progress of deep learning, a great deal of works take such advantages to perform inpainting tasks with convolution filters using end to end training. These deep neural networks are trained on large image datasets, and attempt to perform better structure inpainting based on the priors learned from training data. By further incorporating the adversarial training strategies, these networks are able to output more realistic inpainted image. In the beginning, many deep learning works [4] , [5] are restricted to fill in a square-like hole which normally locates at the centre of the image. Some of these methods required post-processing techniques, such as FIGURE 1. Face inpainting and editing examples. The first column is the corrupted face images with masks (white area). The second column is inpainted face without semantic guidance (same inpainting procedure as most methods). In the third and fourth columns, more semantic-aware faces can be generated with various attributes.
fast marching [6] , Poisson image blending [7] , to alleviate the engendered visual artefacts. More robust approaches [8] , [9] are then proposed to inpaint irregular holes without any postprocessing steps. Among them, [8] devised the partial convolutions to alleviate the effects of placeholder hole values. Based on [8] , [9] exploited a pyramid strategy to inpaint images from coarse to fine. Overall, existing deep learning based methods achieved impressive visual results on filling the missing part of the input image, especially on highlystructured data (e.g., human faces).
However, for these methods, each inpainting output is unique and highly dependent on the statistical priors learned from the training data. Here, we argue that, in most cases, the inpainting result should not be unique, multiple plausible solutions should be considered during the inference. Moreover, semantic guidance should play an important role in inpainting tasks, yet it is ignored by almost existing works. Besides considering the surrounding content, semantic conditions can largely decide the final results. Through introducing semantic guidance during inpainting process, it will not only contribute to synthesizing the high-quality multiple outputs, but also can further extend the application scenarios of inpainting methods to semantics-aware image editing and rendering.
In this work, we propose a deep representation calibrated Bayesian neural network (DRCBNN) to inpaint images in accordance to the specification of semantics. Comparing with existing inpainting works, our Bayesian framework leverages the advantages that Bayesian decision theory deals with uncertainty. Based on Bayesian decision theory, we exploit the deep latent representation to capture the complex variations of semantics. As a result, the newly designed Bayesian decision theory generates deep representation calibrated evidence lower bound (ELBO). Such calibrated ELBO consists of two parts: semantics encoding and semantics recognition. Here, the semantics encoding with latent variables encodes the underlying semantic variations of images. Meanwhile, the semantics recognition aims to recognize the semantics of an inpainted output so that the output is generated in terms of specific semantic. All distributions in our Bayesian framework are represented by neural networks and are solved by variational inference. The whole model considers the uncertainty of parameters, and model complex interplay between data and semantics. We conduct experiments on two face datasets. Meanwhile, utilizing our semantic guidance, our trained inpainting model can easily handle a series of facial editing tasks. Finally, it is justified that our algorithm produces semantically explainable inpainting results and outperforms the state-of-the-arts.
The contributions of our work are summarized as follows: -To the best of our knowledge, we are first to explicitly fuse semantic conditions into our inpainting tasks. Though some methods stated their methods are semantically aware, they have not explicitly exploited semantics for both training and inpainting. -Instead of unique inpainting result, our method is able to generate multiple guesses/explanations of an incomplete image. Here, each guess is semantic-oriented and correspond to a certain semantic. -Our model exploits latent representation into Bayesian decision theory and derives a deep representation calibrated ELBO. Unlike traditional BNN, it minimizes the KL divergence between a newly calibrated posterior and variational distribution by maximizing the newly calibrated ELBO. Meanwhile, such calibrated ELBO is a loss function, which is specific to our task and is proved to be adding a new term to the traditional BNN loss.
II. RELATED WORK A. IMAGE INPAINTING
Traditional image inpainting methods include diffusion based and patch based methods. Diffusion based methods perform inpainting based on the information such as isophote direction field [10] , global image statistics [11] , and are only effective to small and narrow holes. Patch based inpainting techniques [2] , [12] tend to copy and paste similar patches from the remaining of image. However, the computation of patch similarity is time consuming. Then, patch matching [1] was proposed to achieve real time inpaintings but was still unable to inpaint objects not found in the source image.
Recently, deep learning methods play a pivotal role in image inpainting. Initial works [8] , [13] can only deal with narrow or small holes inpainting. After that, context encoder [5] firstly incorporated a GAN based loss into the network for realistic inpainting. Based on context encoder, Iizuka et al. [14] introduced global and local discriminators as losses to respectively ensures image global coherence and local consistency of inpainted area. However, Iizuka et al. required Poisson blending as post processing to make inpainted area consistent with its surroundings. Later on, Yu et al. [15] proposed a refinement network with attention layers as a replacement of the post processing step. The aforementioned approaches take into account placeholder values in the hole of a corrupted image when inpainting. Therefore, [16] introduced reweighted convolution operations to reduce inpainting artifacts caused by placeholder values. In [8] , the partial convolution is proposed to perform convolutional operations on only valid pixels.
B. FACE INPAINTING
There are some works focusing on face completion. Face inpainting is a special case of general inpainting issue, which is characterized by variations of facial appearances and identity, and structuration of facial components. For instance, [17] build a patch library using face images and propose a global and local parametric model for face completion. In the work [18] , the closest encoding of corrupted face image is searched in the latent space. Then, completed face is projected back from latent space. Zhang et al. [19] aims to complete face images corrupted by randomly generated mesh-like lines or watermarks. Such approach is consequently inappropriate to face images corrupted by irregular holes. Li et al. [20] proposed a generative method to inpaint faces, yet this method is sensitive to pose variations. Recently, Song et al. [21] propose a face inpainting model by exploiting a facial geometry estimator to estimate facial landmarks heatmap. Given the estimated facial geometry and unmasked face image, the method is able to inpaint the corrupted face images. Rather than manipulating semantics attributes, this work only edits the facial geometry attributes, e.g. shape and size of facial components.
III. OUR APPROACH A. NOTATION
We denote by X and Y the inputs and class labels (output) of network, respectively. Correspondingly, x * and y * refer to single input and class label. Besides, the variables ω and Z are respectively network parameters and latent variables of X .
B. BAYESIAN NEURAL NETWORK
Bayesian neural network [22] places a prior p(ω) over the parameters ω of a network so that it is able to take into account the uncertainty of a network. After training such network, a posterior over the weights ω should be inferred:
where
Unfortunately, the integration over ω in p(Y |X ) is intractable due to the non-linear property of p(Y |X , ω). So, a variational distribution q(ω) is exploited to approximate the posterior distribution p(ω|Y , X ) with a KL divergence:
Using Monte Carlo integration and the dropout approximating distribution q(ω), Eq. 2 can be implemented as the standard objective loss of a dropout NN with an additional penalty term:
Bayesian decision theory [23] deals with uncertainty in prediction. In Bayesian decision theory, we introduce a likelihood p(y * |x * , ω) as a binary cross entropy:
Then, the predictive distribution p(y * |x * , Y , X ) is defined as: According to Bayes theorem, we have:
By inserting Eq. 7 into Eq. 6, we can rewrite predictive distribution p(y * |x * , Y , X ) as:
Then, Eq. 8 can be further simplified as an integration with respect to ω. In Eq. 10, D(y * , x * |ω) is defined for single input. Here, we define D(Y , X |ω) for entire input X by assuming our inputs are independently distributed. Then, we have:
In order to optimize D(Y , X ), we have to integrate model parameters ω. However, it turns out that integration over ω is intractable. So, a variational distribution q(ω) is introduced to obtain the lower bound of log D(Y , X ):
After applying Jensen's inequality, we obtain the deep representation calibrated evidence lower bound (ELBO) L(q(ω)).
3) COMPARISON BETWEEN DRCBNN AND TRADITIONAL BNN
Here, we illustrate that maximizing the deep representation calibrated ELBO L(q(ω)) is equivalent to maximize the ELBO of traditional BNN (shown in Eq. 3) with a new term. By doing this, we reveal the connections between our proposed DRCBNN and traditional BNN. Meanwhile, the deep representation calibrated evidence lower bound L(q(ω)) can be further expanded as:
Here, the loss function is divided into two terms: a standard ELBO in BNN and a new term. By further expanding D(Y , X |ω) in Eq. 13, we have: . (14) Now, the task also involves inferring latent variables Z . However, it turns out that the integration over Z is intractable. To solve that, we introduce another variational distribution q(Z ). Then, Eq. 14 can be reformulated and optimized on the following:
In Eq. 15, p(X |Z ) is a parametric Laplace with constant standard deviation. Moreover, its parameters are estimated by a network H θ . The network H θ directly outputs the inpainted image I out .
By applying Monte Carlo estimates of expectations and the reparameterization trick [24] , the term Z q(Z ) log p(X |Z )dZ in Eq. 15 can be approximated by a loss function L from [8] :
Then, the term can be differentiated, and trained using gradient descent using the approximated loss function L. In L, the terms L hole and L valid are L 1 losses for per pixel hole and non-hole areas reconstructions. Besides, the terms L perceptual and L style ensure that the inpainted areas have more realistic texture. Lastly, L tv represents the total variation term for smoothing penalty.
Specifically, H θ is a UNet-like network which consists of an encoder E θ and a decoder D θ . Besides, the latent variable z is sampled from the variational distribution q(Z ). Here, q(Z ) is a parametric Gaussian distribution, e.g. q(z) = N (z|µ i , σ 2 i I ). The mean µ and sigma σ are the outputs of a convolutional network U φ . Then, the z sampled from q(Z ) and the encoder E θ are concatenated as [E θ ,z] which is feed into the decoder D θ . The decoder D θ outputs the inpainted image I out . Lastly, network C w takes I out as input for semantic recognition (more details shown in Fig. 2 ).
E. INFERENCE 1) INPAINTING WITHOUT SEMANTICS
Given a testing incomplete imagex * with its associated mask m * , we sample its latent variable z * from distribution q(z). Then, the inpainted image x * can be derived by inserting z * into distribution p(x|z). Consequently, the inpainted image x * generated by this process is not based on any semantics.
2) SEMANTICS-AWARE INPAINTING
So as to generate inpainted image x * in terms of a given semantic label y * , we do the following: 
Using Monte Carlo integration and the dropout approximating distribution q(ω), term 1 in Eq. 17 is a standard objective loss of a dropout NN. Meanwhile, the term 2 in Eq. 17 is the loss function L in Eq. 16. We initialize z * from distribution q(z) and optimize it using Adam optimizer.
IV. EXPERIMENTS
In this section, we quantitatively and qualitatively compare our method with three novel methods.
A. EXPERIMENTAL DATASET
We performed experiments on two different face datasets, which are: -CelebA faces [25] : a collection of human face images.
We randomly sampled 27K images for training and 3K for evaluation. -UTKFace [26] : The dataset consists of over 20,000 face images with annotations of age, gender, and ethnicity. Meanwhile, the images cover large variations in pose, facial expression, illumination, occlusion, etc.
B. BASELINES
We compared our method with the following state-of-thearts:
-GntInpt: a two-stage inpainting method [15] incorporating attention mechanism. -PConv: a new partial convolution is proposed by [8] for irregular hole filling. -PIC: a pluralistic image completion method [27] that generates multiple inpainting outputs of a corrupted image.
Here, the codes for GntInpt, 1 PConv 2 and PIC 3 are available.
C. QUANTITATIVE EVALUATION
We focus on irregular hole completion since it is more commonplace and practical than center square hole completion in real scenario. We utilized irregular masks provided by [8] for both training and testing in our experiments. Here, both training and testing images are with size 256 × 256. In comparison with UTKFace, the dataset celeba-HQ contains various attributes of human face. So, we performed quantitative evaluation on celeba-HQ.
It is widely acknowledged that there is no best appropriate metric for evaluation due to the variability of inpainting task.
In our experiments, we used mean L1 error, peak signalto-noise ratio (PSNR), structural similarity (SSIM) [28] and Dice Coefficient [29] . Specifically, L1 loss directly measures the difference between reconstructed pixel values and ground truth pixel values. Meanwhile, SSIM aims to compare the similarity of structural information between two images. Also, PSNR aims to measure the quality of reconstructed images. Unlike L1 loss, SSIM and PSNR, Dice Coefficient checks if the category or attribute of an inpainted image remains after inpainting. The semantic labels of images in our experiments are binary vectors. Rather than evaluating content changes, Dice Coefficient compares the ground truth semantic label and the inpainted image label predicted by a pre-trained classification model [30] . Here, we show that our method is able to synthesize a face with/without semantic labels. Clearly, our method cannot only produce visually consistent but also semantically reasonable inpainting outputs. 
D. QUALITATIVE EVALUATION
So as to illustrate that our method is semantic-oriented and is able to give multiple solutions of an incomplete image.
We generate more than one inpainting output of an incomplete image with different semantics. As shown in Fig. 3 and Fig. 6 that a single image from either celeba-HQ or UTKFace can be explained by multiple inpainting outputs with corresponding semantics.
Due to the variability of hair, the methods GntInpt, PConv and PIC are inferior to inpaint hair areas in face image. However, the exploitation of deep latent variable enables our method to better capture the variability of hair. Fig. 5 shows inpainting results on celeba-HQ face image. Obviously, GntInpt, PConv and PIC engendered a number of artifacts. In addition to that, most inpainting examples from these methods are semantically incorrect. In general, our method not only produce visually smooth but also semantically correct inpainting outputs. 
E. DIVERSITY EVALUATION
Both pluralistic image completion (PIC) and our method are able to generate multiple solutions for image completion. Therefore, we evaluated and compared the diversity of generated inpainting outputs by PIC and our method.
We exploited LPIPS metric [31] to evaluate the diversity scores of these two methods. Specifically, we had 3K testing images from Celeba-HQ dataset. For each testing image associated with a mask, we firstly generated two samples with and without ground truth semantic label using our method. In order to test the robustness of our method, we also perform qualitative evaluation on UTKFace dataset. Note that the UTKFace images have relatively lower resolutions and qualities than Celeba-HQ images. Then, we randomly sampled two inpainting outputs from PIC. Finally, LPIPS metric was applied to both direct output I out and mask region only output I out(m) .
In Table. 2, it shows that our method has higher diversity scores. This is because our method cannot only edit the geometry attributes, e.g. size of eyes and mouth, but also the appearance such as making up the face (as illustrated in Fig. 4) . In contrast, the inpainted samples of PIC in Fig. 4 do not show any obvious variations.
V. CONCLUSION
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